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Last lecture

• Labor institutions crucial in forming wage inequality
• Market power largely determined by political decisions → 

antitrust laws, laws on revolving door & lobbying, campaign 
finance laws 

• Minimum wage: key local policy issue 
• Unions work very differently across countries – some with 

greater success than others
• Changes in labor law and contract law can empower workers 

to take action against employers and to assert their interests
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This lecture: private vs public wealth
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Purpose of  today

• We’ve seen what can explain changes in labor income 
inequality 

• Now we turn to the capital side of  inequality: wealth W and 
capital income YK = r × W …

• … beginning with wealth!
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Roadmap

• What fraction of  total wealth is public vs. private? What 
explain differences in size of  public wealth?

• How has public wealth developed?
• How is private wealth distributed? (next lecture)
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Before we go on – a question:

• Why is wealth concentration amongst a few individuals 
interesting to study beyond the implications for income 
inequality?
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Private vs Public Wealth
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Review of  basic definitions:

• National wealth = private wealth + public wealth 
• Private wealth = private assets - private debts 
• Public wealth = public assets - public debts  
• Key ratio: public wealth / national wealth (can be 

negative) 



Why do governments take up public debt?
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One more question: Why do we care about public 
wealth?
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Key orders of  magnitude on public vs. private 
wealth:
• In rich countries today, public wealth ≈ 0 
• That is, public assets ≈ public debts (≈ 100% of  national 

income Y )
• Consequence: Private share of  national wealth ≈ 100%; 

public share ≈ 0% 
National wealth ≈ private wealth (400%-600% of  Y ) 

• But not true historically and in many developing countries: 
share of  public wealth sometimes significantly > 0 or < 0



Case: Public wealth and debt in following war





How did countries pay the bill of  world wars?











How is the bill for modern crises paid?





Key trends on public vs. private wealth since 80’s:

• Rise in private wealth throughout most of  the world (growth 
slowdown, asset price increase) 

• Decline in public wealth (exceptions: oil-rich countries) 
• Consequence: fall of  public share in most countries 
• Why does this matter? 
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Why has public wealth fallen?

• Causes: Privatization (ex-communist countries) vs. ↑ public 
debt (US, Europe) 

• Magnitude: still significant public wealth in China (≈ post-
WW2 mixed economy in Europe) 6= US, today’s Europe 

• Timing of  decline differs across ex-communist countries 
(shock therapy vs. more gradual privatization)
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Why are countries choosing debt over taxes?
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How will we pay for the COVID-19 aftermath?



Summary

• General rise in private wealth / national income in nearly all 
countries in recent decades (esp. strong in China, Russia)

• Public wealth declined in most countries since the 1980s. Net 
public wealth now negative in US, UK.

• Policy makers are postponing tough decisions on who pays 
the bill
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